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1 Introduction 

The eigenvalues of the differential operator called electronic Hamiltonian are 
central subjects in the research field called quantum chemistry. When we esti
mate eigenvalues by some method, there exist errors in the estimates. Therefore, 
to obtain quantitative information of the true eigenvalue we need to have an ac
curate estimate of the error, which is a very difficult problem. A method which 
gives an estimate of an eigenvalue having a clear relation to the true eigenvalue 
is to seek upper and lower bounds of the eigenvalue. Since the true eigenvalue 
exists between the two bounds, an error estimate is automatically obtained. 
Because the electronic Hamiltonian is lower semibounded, upper bounds are 
obtained by variational methods (min-max principle). Lower bounds are much 
more difficult to obtain and need more future researches. Although there seem 
to be much more serious difficulties in lower bounds, we consider here a method 
for upper bounds. 

Upper bounds are obtained by the variational method. More precisely we use 
the min-max principle. Let 1{ be a Hilbert space and H be lower semibounded 
selfadjoint operator on 1{. The min-max principle states that the i-th eigenvalue 
µi in ascending order is identified with the supremum of 

inf (w,Hw) 
\J!ED(H)nX_i_ 

11'1!11=1 

with respect to (i -1)-th dimensional subspace X of 1{. Let V be a closed sub
space of D(H). If we define the value P,i in the same way replacing X c 1{ and 
w E D(H)nXJ_ by X c V and w E VnXJ_ respectively, we have µi '.S: µi. Thus 
choosing a finite dimensional subspace V we can calculate an upper bound µi of 
µi practically (Rayleigh-Ritz method). In this method smallness of µi-µi would 
depend on how close the test function \[I is to the true eigenfunction. Therefore, 
it is important to choose the subspace V including a function sufficiently close 
to the true eigenfunction. 
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Let us define a functional E(w) = (w, Hw) on the unit sphere§ in 1--l. Then 
the definition of the Frechet derivative imply that a critical value of £ is an 
eigenvalue and a critical point is an eigenfunction, and vice varsa. Let µ be a 
real number such that µ 1 < µ < µ 2. Then the set Uµ := {w E §: E(w) < µ} 
would be a connected neighborhood in § of the set A1 of all eigenfunctions 
associated with µ 1. If a subset Mc§ contains a point in Uµ, then a minimizer 
ii,1 of£ in M satisfies ii,1 EUµ- In Uµ the deformation flow of£ would converge 
to A1, and therefore, it would be somewhat easy to find a sequence of functions 
starting from i1 and converging to A1. Thus if we choose a finite dimensional 
subspace V containing i 1 in the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the upper bound {h 
would be somewhat close to µ1. 

Let us turn to the case of electronic Hamiltonians. Let N E N and n E lR be 
the number of electrons and that of nuclei respectively. We denote the positions 
of electrons and nuclei by Xi, i = 1, ... , N and x1, j = l, ... , n respectively. 
Let Z1, j = l, ... , n be the atomic numbers of the nuclei. Then the electronic 
Hamiltonian is written as 

where V(x) := - Lj=l lx~;,;; 1. His an operator on L2(JR3N). In the Hartree
Fock method we define M by 

\'Pi, r.p1) = 6iJ, i,j = 1, ... , N}. 

The idea is to consider the product r.p1 (x1) · · · 'PN(XN) which is expected to be a 
very rough approximation to the eigenfunction. Since it is known that the wave 
functions for electrons are antisymmetric in physics, we consider the antisym
metrized functions in M. For <I> := ( 'Pl, ... , r.p N) we set the Slater determinant 

w(x1, ... ,xN) := (N!)-112 L (sgnT)r.p1(xT(1J)···'PN(xT(N))- (1.1) 
TESN 

The Hartree-Fock (HF) functional E(<I>) is defined by E(<I>) := (w,Hw). When 
we emphasize the number N of electrons, we denote the functional by EN (<I>). 
The functional E (<I>) can be written explicitly as 

N l ff l 1 ff l 2 = L\'Pi, hr.pi) + 2 p(x) Ix_ y((y)dxdy - 2 Ix_ YI lp(x, y)I dxdy, 
i=l 

(1.2) 

where h := -~ + V, p(x) := L,~1lr.pi(x)l 2 is the density, and p(x, y) := 

L,~1 'Pi(x)r.p;(y) is the density matrix. Obviously identifying <I> with W by 
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(1.1), £(<I>) is regarded as a restriction of the functional £(W) := (W,HW) on 
H 1(JR3N) to M. As stated above, our purpose is to find a minimizer of £(<I>). 
Since the minimizer is a critical point of £ (<I>), it satisfies the associated Euler
Lagrange equation which is the Hartree-Fock equation. To consider the varia
tion of £ (<I>) in M we take the variation of £ (<I>) with respect to the variation 
r.pi + br.pi, i = 1, ... , N under the constraints (r.pi, r.p1) = bij· Then we apply the 
method of Lagrange multiplier. Let Eij E (C, 1 S i, j S N be unknown constants 
such that ( Eij) is an Hermitian matrix. Setting 

= £(<I>) - I: tiJ%(<I>), 
l"':,_i,j"':o_N 

with %(<I>) := (r.pi, r.p1) - bij we have 

Jg:= Q(r.p1, · · · ,r.pi + br.pi, · · · ,r.pN) -Q(r.p1, · · · ,r.pi, · · · ,r.pN) 
N N 

= L(br.pi,F(<I>)r.pi - LEi1r.p1) +complex conjugate, 
i=l j=l 

where the operator F( <I>) depending on <I> is given by 

Here the operators R"' and S"' are defined by 

N N 

R"'(x) := L f Ix - Yl-1 lr.pi(Y)l 2 dy = L Q!(x), 
i=l i=l 
N N 

S"'w := ~ (f Ix - Yl- 1r.p;(y)w(y)dy) r.pi(x) = ~ Sjw, 

with 

Q0(x) := f Ix - Yl- 1r.p;(y)r.pi(y)dy, 

(Sl;w)(x) := (f Ix~ YI r.p;(y)w(y)dy) r.pi(x). 

(1.3) 

F( <I>) is called the Fock operator. By (1.3) the critical points of £ (<I>) satisfies 

F(<I>)r.pi = ~f=l Eij!.pj- By a unitary transform r.pfew = ~ ai1r.p?1d with an 
N x N unitary matrix (ai1) we define new functions r.pfew_ Then for a suitable 
( aij) the equation 

F( <I> )r.pi = Eir.pi, i = 1, ... , N (1.4) 

is satisfied by (r.pfew, ... ,r.p~ew) and some (E1,---,EN) E JRN_ The equation 
(1.4) (usually with constraints (r.pi, r.p1 ) = bij) is called the Hartree-Fock (HF) 
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equation which has been introduced by Fock [6] and Slater [14]. The constants 
Ei are unknown, and therefore, (1.4) is a system of nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
in which we need to find both 'Pi and Ei, i = 1, ... , N. The constants Ei are 
called orbital energies, if the corresponding equation (1.4) has solutions. Since 
we consider sequences of tuples ( E1, ... , EN) of orbital energies later, in order to 
simplify the terminology we call the tuple ( E1, ... , EN) an orbital energy, if (1.4) 
has a solution. 

It is known that a solution to HF equation which minimizes E(<I>) exists (cf. 
[11]). It is also known that there are infinitely many solutions to HF equation 
(cf. [12, 10]). In particular it has been proved by Lewin [10] that there exist 
infinitely many solutions to HF equation associated with critical values of E( <I>) 
less than the first energy threshold 

N-1 
J(N -1) := inf{EN-1(<I>): <I> E E9 H 1(JR3), (cpi,'Pi) = 6ij, 1::::; i,j::::; N -1}. 

i=l 
(1.5) 

Solutions to HF equation are critical points of E (<I>) and we are also inter
ested in the associated critical values because they are rough approximations 
to the eigenvalues of H. In practice, we solve HF equation usually by the self
consistent-field (SCF) method which is a kind of iterative methods (successive 
approximation) for nonlinear equations. There is no theory to identify the solu
tion obtained by SCF method with a particular critical point and the associated 
critical value to a particular one. However, if we do not know the structures 
of the sets of the critical values and the critical points, we can not see what is 
obtained by SCF method. Here we announce the results about the structures 
obtained in [3, 4]. 

Let us finally mention an equation related to HF equation. If we use a 
product cp1 (x1) ... 'PN(XN) of functions instead of the antisymmetric function in 
(1.1), the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is called the Hartree equation 
which has been introduced by Hartree [9]. There are also existence results for 
the Hartree equation (see e.g. [13, 16, 15, 11, 10]). 

2 Frechet derivative and variational method 

Here we recall the definition of the Frechet derivative. Let X and Y be real 
Banach spaces, and let U be an open subset of X. A map f : U --+ Y is called 
Frechet differentiable at x E U, if there exists an operator A E ,C(X, Y) such 
that 

lim llf(x + h) - f(x) - Ahli = 0. 
llhll ➔O 11h11 

We call A the Frechet derivative of f at x, and we denote A = f'(x) or 
A(h) = df(x, h). If f'(xo) = 0 we call xo a critical point of f and f(xo) a 
critical value. This condition is equivalent to the following. For any C1-curve 
'Y: lR--+ X satisfying 7(0) = x 0 , the derivative of f('Y(t)) at t = 0 is equal to 
0. Assume there exist Frechet derivatives at each point in U. Since £(X, Y) 
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is a Banach space, we can consider the Frechet derivative of f'(x) at y E U 
which is an element in .C(X,.C(X,Y)) . .C(X,.C(X,Y)) has one-to-one corre
spondence to the space of the set £ 2 (X, Y) of all continuous bilinear maps 
B : X x X ➔ Y. In the same way, k-th order derivatives are defined as an el
ement in .C(X, .C(X, · · · , .C(X, Y) · · · )) which has one-to-one correspondence to 
the set Lk(X, Y) of all continuous k-linear maps B: X x • • • x X ➔ Y. We de
note the k-th Frechet derivative off at x applied to (h1 , ... , hk) EX x • • • x X 
by dk f(x, h1 , ... , hk)- When the mapping from U to .C(X, · · · , .C(X, Y) · · ·) 
defined by x H dk f(x, •, ... , •) is continuous, we call fa Ck-functional. 

Let f and g1 , ... , gz be C 1 - functionals on X such that g~ ( x), ... , gf ( x) are 
linearly independent for any x E M, where M is a subset of X defined by 
M := {x E X : g1(x) = 0, ... ,gz(x) = 0}. Let us consider f(x) under the 
constraints g1(x) = 0, ... ,gz(x) = 0. We call x0 E M a critical point and 
f (x0 ) a critical value, if for any C 1-curve 1 : lR ➔ M satisfying 1 (0) = x0 the 
derivative of fb(t)) at t = 0 is equal to 0. Using the implicit function theorem 
in Banach spaces, we can derive the method of Lagrange multiplier in this case 
exactly in the same way as in the finite-dimensional case, that is, x 0 is a critical 
point if and only if there exist constants E1 , ... , E! E lR such that x 0 is a critical 
point of the functional f(x) - E1g1 (x) - · · · - Ezgz(x) without restriction. Notice 
that in the derivation of HF equation the functions %(<I>) := \'Pi, c.p1) - r5ij in 
the constraints are complex-valued, and therefore, the Lagrange multipliers are 
complex-valued. However, since gij (<I>) = gJi (<I>) the constraints gij (<I>) = 0 and 
g1i (<I>) = 0 are not independent, and choosing Eij satisfying Eij = EJi we can 
make £(<I>) - ~ij Eijgij a real-valued functional. 

If a critical point of f satisfies a differential equation, we call the equation 
the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with f. By the method of Lagrange 
multiplier we can see that the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with a func
tional f with constraints g1 (x) = 0, ... ,g1(x) = 0 contains unknown constants 
E1, ... , E! which are Lagrange multipliers. Therefore, we need to determine both 
the solution to the equation and the constants. We call such a problem an 
eigenvalue problem. When the Euler-Lagrange equation is nonlinear, we call it 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem. HF equation is obtained applying the method 
of Lagrange multiplier to HF functional as in Section 1. Solving HF equation 
is a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, and since there are N 2 constraints for N 
functions, it is a system of nonlinear equations with unknown constants. 

3 Main results 

The critical values of HF functional below the first energy threshold J(N - 1) 
defined by (1.5) are similar to isolated eigenvalues of linear operators in the 
sense of following theorems obtained by [3, 4]. 

Theorem 3.1 ([3]). For any E > 0 the set of all critical values of HF functional 
(1.2) less than J(N - 1) - E is finite. 

Let us consider the SCF method. In SCF method first, we choose an initial 
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function <I>0 = t( cp~, ... , cp9v- ). Next we continue an iterative procedure until 
the sequence { <I>J} of the functions obtained in the procedure converges. In the 
iterative procedure, we find N eigenfunctions cp{+l, ... , cp{t1 of F( <I>J) associ
ated with N lowest eigenvalues (including multiplicity) µ{+1 , ... , µ1;t1 and set 
the next function <I>i+1 := t( cp{+1 , ... , cpif 1). We consider cases in which <I>J 

converges in EB~1 H 1 (JR3 ) in the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.2. For any E > 0 the set of all critical values of the HF functional 
(1.2) obtained by SCF method with the initial function <I>0 satisfying £( <I>0 ) < 
J(N - 1) - E is finite. 

The set of all critical points has more complicated structure than that of 
critical values. We can see the reason from the following simple example. Let 
f : JR2 --+ lR be defined by f(x, y) = x2 • Then f has only one critical value 0. 
However the set of critical points is {(0,y): y E JR}. From this example we can 
see that since there are many critical points associated with a critical value, the 
structure of the set of critical points is complicated. 

For the second theorem we introduce some standard definitions. We call a 
Hausdorff space M a real-analytic manifold, if for some n E N, M is locally 
homeomorphic to n-dimensional Euclidean space and its coordinate transfor
mations are real-analytic. We call a subset A of a real-analytic manifold M a 
real-analytic subsets, if there exists an open cover {Ui} of M such that for any i 
there exist real-analytic functions fl, ... , ft on Ui satisfying An Ui = { z E Ui : 
fl(z) = · · · = ft(z) = 0}. Let A(E) be the set of all solutions to HF equation 
(1.4) with constraints (cpi, 'PjJ = 6ij associated with a critical value E of HF 
functional (Recall that HF equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation associated 
with HF functional). We have the following theorem and corollary for the set 
of critical points. 

Theorem 3.3 ([4]). For any E < J(N-l), A(E) has a structure as a union of a 
finite number of real-analytic subsets of a finite number of compact real-analytic 
manifolds without isolated points. 

The real analytic manifolds in Theorem 3.3 can be regarded as a subset 
of EB~1 H 2(JR3). For a subspace X of EB~1 H 2(JR3) let us denote by Px the 
orthogonal projection onto X. 

Corollary 3.4. Let E < J(N - 1). Then for any <5 > 0 there exists a 

finite-dimensional subspace X 0 of Ef)~1 H 2 (1R3 ) such that IIPxt <I>IIEl;);: 1 L2(JR3) < 
<5, 'v<I> E A(E), where Xf is the orthogonal subspace of X 0 . Moreover, for a 
real-analytic manifold .A(E) which appears in Theorem 3.3 we can choose X 0 

such that Px0 .A(E) is a real-analytic closed submanifold of X 0 . 

Remark 3.5. (1) By Corollary 3.4 we can see that for the approximation of 
all solutions in A(E) up to errors less than <5 we have only to approximate 
the subspace Xii, and it is not necessary to take a dense basis of functions 
in EB~1 H2(JR3). 
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(2) Although A.(E) is locally homeomorphic to a finite-dimensional Euclidean 
space, it may not be included in any finite-dimensional subspace of E0~1 

H 2 (IR3 ). We can make an example of a subset of infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space 1i locally homeomorphic to a finite-dimensional Euclidean 
subspace and not included in any finite-dimensional subspace of 1i as fol
lows. Let Ji : B--+ B, i = 1, 2, ... be homeomorphisms, where B is a unit 
ball in JRk for some k EN. Set 

M := {(fi(x), r 1 h(x), ... 'rn fn(x), ... ) E l2 : X E B}. (3.1) 

Then M is homeomorphic to B. We also set subsets of finite-dimensional 
spaces 

Let Vn be a one-dimensional subspace ofJRkn such that VnnMn is composed 
of more than two elements. Since JRkn is finite-dimensional and Mn has 
infinitely many points, such a subspace Vn exists. Let us choose two points 
x,y E B such that gn(x),gn(Y) E Vn n Mn, where 

gn(x) := (fi(x),T 1h(x), ... ,rnfn(x)). 

We can choose fn+i such that fn+1(x) and fn+1(Y) are linearly indepen
dent in JRk. For any A c ]Rm let us denote by dim A the minimum of 
dimension of the linear subspaces of ]Rm including A. Then we can see 
that dim Mn+l ::=:: dim Mn+ 1. If we choose f n in this way, M in (3.1) has 
infinitely many linearly independent elements, and therefore it can not be 
included in any finite-dimensional subspace of l2 . 

Although, HF equation can not be solved exactly, we have the same result as 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 even if we assume the potential I:i:s;i<j:s;N Ix, ~x; 1 between 
electrons were 0. In this case the equation corresponding to HF equation is a 
system of linear eigenvalue problems, and we can determine critical values and 
critical points explicitly. Let us also assume n = 1, Z1 = 1, x1 = 0 and N = 2. 
Then the equation is written as 

1 
(-~ - ~ )cpi = Ei'Pi, i = 1, 2, 

ll1Pill = 1, i = 1, 2, 

(cp1, cp2) = 0. 

We can explicitly calculate J(N -1) = J(l) as J(N -1) =-¼,and the critical 
values less than J(N - 1) are 

1 1 . 
- 4 - 4j2 ' J = 2, 3, .... 

The set of all solutions to the equation associated with the lowest critical value 
5 • - 16 lS 
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For any ( 'Pl, cp2) E § 1 x § 7 we have ( 'P2, cp1) E § 7 x § 1 . These two solutions give 
the same Slater determinant (1.1) except for sign. 

When we introduce spin, the same functions in JR3 with different spin are 
orthogonal. Thus in this case the critical values and the critical points are 
different from the case without spin. The critical values less than J(N - l) are 

1 1 
-4 - 4j2' j = 1,2, .... 

The set of solutions to the equation associated with the lowest critical value -½ 
is 

4 Compactness of sets of solutions to HF equa
tion 

In the proof of the main theorems, compactness of sets of solutions to HF 
equation plays a central role. For the proof we need to prove convergence in 
L2 (JR3 ). Let n be a bounded region in JR3 . If H 1 (JR3 ) is replaced by H 1 (0), 
compactness of a set of functions in L2 (0) follows from the boundedness in 
H 1 (0) by Rellich selection theorem. In order to prove the convergence in L2 (JR3 ) 

we need uniform decay of the solutions. 
We can obtain a uniform exponential decay for solutions whose orbital ener

gies are bounded. The method of the proof is essentially Agmon's one for linear 
Schrodinger equations (cf. [l]). We regard the nonlinear terms such as 

and 

(! Ix - Yl- 1cp;(y)cpj(y)dy) 'Pi(x), 

as functions 'PJ and 'Pi multiplied by potentials Qji(x) = J lx-y1- 1cp; (y )cpi(y)dy 
and QJJ(x) J Ix - Yl- 1cp;(y)cpj(y)dy respectively. For the proof of the uniform 
decay we need uniform decay of these potentials which is attained by a weak 
decay condition on 'Pi· We also need uniform boundedness of solutions with 
respect to ffi~ 1 H 2 (JR3)-norm as in the following lemma. Note that if <1? E 

ffi~ 1 H 1 (JR3 ) satisfies HF equation, we have c]? E ffi~ 1 H 2 (JR3 ) by the standard 
regularity result ( cf. [12]). The following lemma is easily obtained by the ~
boundedness of the Coulomb potential. 

Lemma 4.1. Let d > 0 be a constant. Then there exists a constant Cd > 0 
such that any solution <1? = t ( cp1, ... , cp N) of HF equation (1 .4) associated with 
an orbital energy ( E1, ... , EN) E ( -d, d)N satisfies 
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Set Br := {x E JR3 : lxl < r}. Using Lemma 4.1 we obtain the following 
exponential decay by Agmon's method. 

Lemma 4.2. Let E > E > 0, d,r0 > 0 and Cd be the constant in Lemma 4.1. 
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for any solution <I> = t ( cp1 , ... , 'P N) of HF 
equation (1.4) associated with an orbital energy (E1, ... , EN) E (-d, -E)N and 
satisfying ll'Pi IIL2(JR3\Brol < 8NCE{c:+1)' 1 ~ i ~ N the following estimate holds. 

llexp(i112 lxl)'Pi(x)II ~ C, 1 ~ i ~ N. 

Idea of the proof. We first prove weak decay estimate for Q[j. For IYI < lxl/2 
we can easily see that Ix - Yl-1 --+ 0 as lxl --+ oo. On the other hand, for 
IYI ?: lxl/2 'Pi(Y) decays as lxl --+ oo. Here we note by Lemma 4.1 and the 
relative b.-boundedness of lxl-1, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of 
<I> such that the following inequality holds. 

lllx -yl-1'PillL2(JRt) ~ C(llb.'Pill + ll'Pill) ~ C(Cd + 1). 

Thus we have 

I { Ix -yl-1'PJ(Y)'Pi(y)dyl ~ lllx - Yl-1'Pi(Y)IIL2(JRtJll'PjllL2(JR3 \B1x1;2) 
l1y1;:.1x1;2 

E-E 
~ C(Cd + l)ll'PjllL2(JR3 \B1xl/2) ~ SN l 

where we used the assumption in the third inequality. Combining the estimates 
in the two regions IYI < lxl/2 and IYI ?: lxl/2 it follows that there exists a 
constant r0 > 0 such that 

(4.1) 

holds for lxl > ro. 
The idea of Agmon's method is to multiply a exponential weight to the 

equation, take a innerproduct with the solution itself and take its real part. Since 
we do not know the integrability of the function multiplied by the exponential 
weight in advance, we multiply a cut-off function to the exponent and take the 
limit as the support of the cut-off function spreads after the calculation. Let 
71(r) E C0 (1R) be a function such that 71(r) = r for -1 < r <land lrJ'(r)I ~ 1. 
Set Pk(x) := i112k71((x)/k) and Xk(x) := ePk(x), where (x) := Jl + lxl 2. By a 
direct calculation we have 

Re ( (-b.cpi), X~'Pi) =llv'(Xk'Pi) 11 2- II (v'Xk)'Pi 11 2 

=llv'(Xk'Pi) 11 2- II (v' Pk)Xk'Pi 11 2 

?: -II (v' Pk)Xk'Pi 11 2 ?: -illXk'Pi 11 2 ' 

where we used Iv' Pkl 2 < E in the last step. Thus when we multiply x~ to HF 
equation (F(<I>) - Ei)'Pi = 0, take the innerproduct with 'Pi and take the real 
part, we obtain 
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where the remainder term includes Q'D(x) which decays as lxl -+ oo as in (4.1). 
Moreover, since Ei < -E, we have -Ei - E > 0. In a bounded region the weight 
is bounded and estimated by a constant. Thus summing the inequality for all 
i we can see that there exists a constants r 1 > 0 and C > 0 independent of <I> 
such that 

N 

(E - E)/2 L 1 1Xk'Pi(x)l 2dx < C. 
i=l lxl>r1 

(4.2) 

Since by Fatou's lemma we have 

the lemma follows from ( 4.2). □ 

Using Lemma 4.2 we can prove the compactness of the set of solutions to 
HF equation associated with orbital energies less than a negative constant. In 
fact the compactness holds also for the set of solutions without the orthogonality 
constraints ('Pi, 'PJ) = 0, i-/- j and with the normalization constraints ('Pi, 'Pi) = 
1, i = 1, ... , N only. This fact is crucial in the proof of Theorem 3.3. The 
compactness in this sense follows from the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3 ([4, Lemma 3.4]). Let <l>m := t(cp1 , ... ,cp'JJ) be solutions to HF 
equation (1.4) associated with em := (E1 , ... , EYJ), m = 1, 2, ... , with the nor
malization constraints ('Pi, 'Pi) = 1, 1 s:; i s:; N and not necessarily satisfy
ing the orthogonality constraints ('Pi, 'PJ) = 0, i -/- j. Assume em converges 
to e 00 := (E\'0 , ••• , E'tJ) E ( -oo, 0)N. Then there exists a subsequence of <l>m 

converging in EB!1 H 2 (1R3 ) to a solution of HF equation with the constraints 
('Pi, 'Pi) = 1, 1 s:; i s:; N associated with e00 . 

Sketch of the proof. Since {em} is converging to e00 := (E\'0 , ••• , E'tJ) E (-oo, 0)N, 
it is bounded and there exist constants E, d > 0 such that em E (-d, -E)N for 
sufficiently large m. Without loss of generality we can assume this condition 
is satisfied by any m. Thus by Lemma 4.1 there exists a constant C > 0 
such that ll<I>mllEe;:1 H2(JW.3) < C for any m. Therefore, by the Rellich selection 
theorem we can see that for any k E N there exists a Cauchy subsequence of 
{cp7'} in L2 (B1 ). We construct subsequences {cp7"k·1}z, k = 0, 1, ... of {cp7'} 
by the the mathematical induction in the following way. Let {cp7'0 •1 }z = { cpi}z. 
Assume { cp7'k,i }1 has been constructed. Then we chose a Cauchy subsequence 
of {cp7"k·1}z in L2 (Bk+i) and denote it by {cp7"k+1•1}z. The Cauchy sequence 
{ cp7'k,i }1 satisfies 

II mk i mk i' II • N 'Pi ' - 'Pi ' L2(Bk) -+ 0, Z = 1, ... , , 

as l, l' -+ oo. Hence we can choose lk EN such that 

II mk,l mk,l 1 II k-1 · _ N 'Pi - 'Pi L2(Bk) < , Z - 1, ... , , 
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holds for l, l' ~ lk. Then the subsequence { <p7"k• 1k h of {'Pi} satisfies 

II mk,lk mk,,lk, II k-1 'Pi - 'Pi L 2(Bk 0 ) < 0 , 

where k0 := min{k, k'}. Thus we may assume from the beginning of the proof 
that { <p}} itself is a sequence satisfying 

(4,3) 

Using the constraint ll'P}II = 1 and (4.3), we can see that for any J > 0 there 
exist ro > 0 and lo E N such that ll'P7IIL2(JR3\Brol = (1 - ll'P}lli2cBrol)112 < 
b, 1::/k > l0 . Thus the assumption in Lemma 4.2 is satisfied for some E, r0 and for 
<p} with sufficiently large k. Therefore, noticing (x) exp(-E112 lxl) is bounded. 
we can see that there exists a constant C > 0 such that ll(x)<p}II < C holds for 
any k and i. Since lxl ~ k for x E JR3 \ Bk, we have 

ll'P7IIL2(JR3\Bk) :<:::; k- 1 ll(x)<p}II :<:::; Ck- 1 • 

Therefore, we obtain 

ll'P71 - 'P72 IIL2(lR3) :<:::; ll'P71 - 'P72 IIL2(Bk0 ) + ll'P71 - 'P72 IIL2(JR3\Bk 0 ) 

:<:::; kr;1 + 2Ckr;1· 

for sufficiently large k0 . Thus {<p7} is a Cauchy sequence in L2 (JR3). 

Using the ~-boundedness of lxl-1 and Lemma 4.1. we can easily see that 
there exist constants C1 , C2 > 0 independent of k1 and k2 such that 

N 

IQ}J(x) -Q}J(x)I :<:::; C1 I)'P~1 - <p~2 II, 
l=l 

N 

IRk' (x) - Rk2 (x)I :<:::; C2 l)'P~1 - 'P~211-

l=l 

Moreover we can easily see that there exists a constant C3 > 0 such that 

for any k. Thus using HF equation (1.4) we can see that there exists C4 > 0 
such that 

N N 

= (E}' - Rk' (x))'P7' + L Q}J (x)<pj' - (E72 - Rk2 (x))<p72 - L Q}J (x)<pj2 
j=l j=l 

N 

:::; C4 Lll'P~1 - <p~2 II + IE7' - E}2 l-
l=l 

(4.4) 
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Because V is .0.-bounded with relative bound smaller than 1, .0. is h-bounded. 
Therefore, by (4.4) we can see that {r.pf} is a Cauchy sequence in H 2 (JR3). Let 
r.pf E H 2 (JR3 ) be the limit. Then the both sides of HF equation converge in 
L2 (JR3 ) and setting c'f> 00 := ( r.pf, ... , r.p'fj) we have 

N 
00 q> oo 00 ~ q> oo 00 00 00 

hr.pi + R 'Pi - ~ Qij 'Pj = Ei 'Pi ' 
j=l 

which completes the proof. □ 

Let E > 0 be an arbitrary constant. We consider the compactness of the set 
of all solutions to HF equation whose orbital energies satisfying the condition 
e E ( -oo, -E] N. By Lemma 4.3 the compactness of the set of solutions follows 
from convergence of a subsequence of the orbital energies em which follows from 
the boundedness of em. Since an upper bound -E is given by the assumption, 
we need only a lower bound which is given by the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4. Any orbital energy e = (E1, ... , EN) of HF equation (1.4) with the 
constraints ('Pi, 'Pi/ = 1, 1 :s; i :s; N and not necessarily satisfying the constraints 
('Pi, (()j/ = 0, i -I j satisfies Ei :;:, inf a(h) > -oo, 1 :S: i :S: N, where a(h) is the 
spectra of h. 

Proof. We shall prove 
(4.5) 

as an inequality for operators. Since we can write R"' - S"' = I:~1 ( Q! - S!), 
we only need to prove 

Q[i - S! :;:, 0, 1 :S: i :S: N. 

Let w E L2 (JR3). We define 

iiri := r 1l 2 (w(x)r.pi(Y) - 'Pi(x)w(y)). 

Then it is easily seen that 

Hence we have ( 4.5). Therefore F( <I>) = h+ R"' -S"' :;:, h. Since by the definition 
Ef' is an eigenvalue of F(<I>), we obtain Ef' :;:, info(h). □ 

By Lemma 4.4 and the arguments above the lemma we obtain the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.5. For any E > 0, the set of all solutions to HF equation associated 
with orbital energies e E (-oo,-E]N with constraints ('Pi,'Pj/ = 8ij, i,j 

1, ... , N or ('Pi, 'Pi/ = 1, i = 1, ... , N is a compact set in ffi~1 H 2(1R3). 
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Using Koopmans' well-known theorem (cf. Remark 4.8) we can prove that if 
<I> is a solution to HF equation associated with an ortbtal energy e = ( E1, ... , EN) 
with constraints (cpi, 'Pj/ = 6ij, i,j = 1, ... , N and £N(<I>) ::; J(N -1) - E, then 
we have Ei::; -E, i = 1, ... ,N, where J(N - 1) is defined by (1.5). Thus for 
any E > 0 the set of all solutions with constraints ( 'Pi, cpj) = 6ij, i, j = 1, ... , N 
associated with critical values less than or equal to J(N - 1) - E is a compact 
set. Actually, this holds also for constraints (cpi, 'Pi/ = 1, i = 1, ... , N which is 
important in the proof of Theorem 3.3. In order to prove the compactness for 
this constraints we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.6. Let ](N - 1) be defined by 

N-1 
](N -1) := inf{t'N-1(<I>): <I> E E9 H 1(1R3), (cpi,'Pi/ = 1, 1::; i::; N -1}. 

i=l 

Then ](N -1) = J(N -1). 

Sketch of the proof. Since the set for ](N -1) in which we take the infimum in
cludes that for J ( N -1), we have J ( N -1) ::; J ( N -1). For the opposite inequal
ity we only need to prove that for any <I> = t(<p1, ... , 'PN-i) E ffi~~1 H 1(JR3) 

satisfying ('Pi, 'Pi/ = 1, 1 ::; i ::; N - 1, there exists <I> = t(cp1, ... , 'PN-i) E 

EB~~1 H 1(JR3 ) satisfying (cpi,'Pj/ = 6ij, 1::; i,j::; N -1 such that 

(4.6) 

If 'Pi, i = 1, ... , N - 1 are linearly dependent, then£( <I>) = 0. Since J(N - 1) 
is negative ( cf [10]), it is obvious <I> satisfying ( 4.6) exists. When 'Pi are linearly 
independent, we transform <I> by a unitary matrix U to <I>:= t('Pl,···,'PN-1) 
by 'Pi := Lj Uji',Oj such that ('Pi, 'Pj/ = Ai6ij with 0 < Ai ::; 1. We set 

<I>= (cp1, ... , 'PN) := (A~ 112cp1, ... , A~112 cpN ). Then <I> satisfies the constraints 
(cpi, 'Pj/ = 6ij· We define the Slater determinants W and \[I of <I> and <I> as 

= (ft A;l/2) w. 
i=l 

Noticing Ai> 0, (W,HW) = £N-1(<I>) < 0 and (W,HW) = (rr~1Ai) (w,Hw) 
we have (w, Hw) < 0. Thus noting Ai ::; 1, 

which completes the proof. □ 
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For any EE lR we denote by A.(E) the set of all solutions <I> to HF equation 
with constraints (r.pi, l.f!i) = 1, i = 1, ... , N such that E(<I>) = E. By Lemma 4.6 
and Koopmans' theorem we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.7. For any E < J(N - 1), A.(E) is a compact set in EEl:1 H 2 (JH:3 ). 

Proof. Let <I> E A.(E). Without loss of generality, we may assume EN = 
max{E1, ... , EN}. The Hartree-Fock functional can be written as 

N 

EN(<I>) = L)l.f!J,hl.f!j) + L (Jij - Kij), 
j=l 

where 

Here we used that Jjj = Kjj and thus Jjj - Kjj vanishes. A direct calculation 
also yields 

N-1 
EN= (r.pN, F(<I>)r.pN) = (r.pN, hr.pN) + L (JiN - KiN ). 

i=l 

Therefore, setting <I>:= t(r.p1, ... , 1.f!N-1) we can see that 

N-1 
EN(<I>) = L (r.pj, hr.pj) + 

j=l l'.5.i<j'.5.N-l 
N-1 

+ (l.f!N, hr.pN) + L (JiN - KiN) 
i=l 

By Lemma 4.6 this implies that if EN(<I>) :::; J(N - 1) - E, then EN :::; -E. 
Thus if <I>m is a sequence of solutions to HF equation such that E(<I>) = E < 
J(N -1) with constraints (r.pi, 1.f!i) = 1, i = 1, ... , N, their orbital energies em = 
(E1 , ... , ET;) satisfy Ei :::; E - J(N - 1) < 0. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5 there 
exists a subsequence of <I>m converging to a solution <I> 00 to HF equation. By the 
continuity of E(<I>) we can see that E(<I>00 ) = E, which means the compactness 
of.A.(E). □ 

Remark 4.8. The equality[N(<I>) = EN-i(<I>)+EN is called Koopmans' theorem 
and well-known, because it gives an interpretation of -EN as a rough approxi
mation EN-i(<I>) - EN(<I>) to the ionization potential. 
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5 Auxiliary functional 

We have seen in the previous section that the compactness of the set of solu
tions to HF equation holds also for the case with the constraints (cpi, 'Pi) = 
1, i = 1, ... , N. This set of constraints is easier to handle because it is 
satisfied by critical points [<I>,e] E (E9!1 H 2 (JR3 )) E9JRN of a functional f : 
(E9!1 H 2 (JR3 )) E9JRN --+ lR defined below. The Lagrange multiplier e of the 
original problem is included in the variable of the functional f. 

Denote by Y1 := (E9!1 H 2 (JR3 )) E9JRN and Y2 := (E9!1 L2 (JR3 )) E9JRN the 
direct sums of real Banach spaces regarding the sets H 2 (JR3 ) and L2 (JR3 ) of 
complex-valued functions as real Banach spaces with respect to multiplication 
by real numbers. We define a functional f : Y1 --+ lR by 

N 

f(<I>,e) := E(<I>) - LEi(ll'Pill 2 -1). 
i=l 

To consider the Frechet derivative of f we define a bilinear form ( ( •, •)) on 
Y1 and Y2 by 

N N 

( ([<I>1, e1], [<I>2 , e2])) := L 2Re (cp;, cp;) + L E}E;, 
i=l i=l 

h [,;r,.J i] E Y:· . - 1 2 'th ,;r,.J - t( J J ) d J - ( J _i ) w ere .,., , e 1 , J - , w1 .,., - cp1, ... , cp N an e - E1 , ... , tN . 
We also define a mapping F : Y1 --+ Y2 by 

where Fi( <I>, e) := F( <I> )cpi - Ei'Pi· Then we can see that if <I> = t( cp1, ... , 'PN) 
is a solution to HF equation satisfying the constraints (cpi, 'Pi) = 1, 1 :::; i :::; N 
and e is the associated orbital energy, F(<I>,e) = 0 holds. Moreover, by a direct 
calculation we have 

df([<I>,e], [<I>,e]) = (([<I>,e],F(<I>,e))). 

Thus [<I>, e] is a critical point of f, if and only if F( <I>, e) = 0, i.e. if and only 
if <I> is a solution to HF equation associated with the orbital energy e with 
constraints (cpi, 'Pi) = 1, 1 :::; i :::; N. 

6 Real-analytic operators in Banach space 

Here we introduce the notion of real-analyticity of mappings between Banach 
spaces used in the proof of the main theorem. 

Definition 6.1. Let D be an open subset of X. The mapping F : D --+ Y is 
said to be real-analytic on D if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) For each x ED there exist Frechet derivatives of arbitrary orders dm F(x, ... ). 
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(ii) For each x E D there exists 6 > 0 such that for any h E X satisfying 
11h11 < 6 one has 

(6.1) 

(the convergence being locally uniform and absolute), where hm := [h, ... , h] 
(m-times). 

A composition of two real-analytic operators is also real-analytic (see Propo
sition 3 in [8] and the sentences below the proposition). 

We call a functional f : X ---+ lR is real-analytic, if f is real-analytic in 
the sense of Definition 6.1 with Y = R HF functional E(<I>) and the auxiliary 
functional f(<I>, e) in Section 5 are real-analytic functionals on ffi~ 1 H 1 (1R3 ) and 

Y1 = (ffi~1 H 2 (JR3 )) EB JRN respectively. We can see this from the fact that in 
(6.1) up to only fourth order terms appear and direct calculations. 

For real-analytic operators the following real-analytic version of the implicit 
function theorem in Banach spaces holds. 

Lemma 6.2 ([8, Theorem 3R]). Let X, Y, Z be real Banach spaces, G c X x Y 
an open set and [x0 , y0] E G. Let F : G ---+ Z be a real-analytic mapping such 
that [F~(x0 , y0 )J-1 exists and F(x0 , y0 ) = 0. (We denote by 

F;(xo, Yo)h = lim[F(xo, Yo+ th) - F(xo, Yo)]/t, 
t➔O 

for h E Y the partial derivative by y. Under our assumptions this derivative 
exists in the Prechet sense.) 

Then there exist a neighborhood U(x0 ) in X of the point x0 and a neighbor
hood U(y0 ) in Y of the point y0 such that U(x0 ) x U(y0 ) C G and there exists 
one and only one mapping y : U(x0 ) ---+ U(y0 ) for which F(x,y(x)) = 0 on 
U(x0 ). Moreover, y is a real-analytic mapping on U(x0 ). 

The phrase "only one" in the lemma indicate that for x E U(x0 ) there exists 
a unique y E U(y0 ) such that F(x, y) = 0. 

7 Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 

Theorem 3.1 follows easily from the following theorem by Koopmans' theorem 
(cf. Remark 4.8). For any E > 0 let f(E) be the set of all critical values of HF 
functional E (<I>) associated with orbital energies satisfying Ei < -E, 1 ~ i ~ N. 

Theorem 7.1. For any E > 0, f(E) is finite. 

Let us see how Theorem 3.1 follows from 7.1. By Koopmans' theorem we 
have 
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where <I> is as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. Hence if £N(<I>) < J(N -1) - E, then 
EN < -E. Therefore, by Theorem 7.1 we can see that the set of all critical values 
£ N (<I>) satisfying £ N (<I>) < J ( N - 1) - E is finite, which is the result in Theorem 
3.1. 

Now our purpose is to prove Theorem 7.1. For the proof we need the follow
ing lemma in Fucik-Necas-Soucek-Soucek [7]. 

Lemma 7.2 ([7, Theorem 4.1]). Let f be a real-analytic functional on a Banach 
space Y1 and let Y2 be another Banach space. Suppose that there exists a bilinear 
form((·,·)) on Y1 x Y2 such that for fixed y E Yi, ((y, ·)) is continuous on Y2 
and ( (y, x)) = 0 for all y E Y1 implies x = 0. For each y E Y1 suppose there 
exists F(y) such that 

(f1) df(y,h) = ((h,F(y))) for each h E Y1. 

Let the operator 

(f2) F : Y1 ➔ Y2 is real-analytic. 

Denote BJ:= {y E Y1 : f'(y) = O} and let y0 E BJ. Suppose that 

(f3) 
F'(yo) = L + M, 

where L is an isomorphism of Y1 onto Y2 and M is a compact operator. 

Then there exists a neighborhood U(y0 ) in Y1 of a point y0 such that f(BJ n 
U(y0 )) is a one-point set. 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Theorem 7.1 is proved by contradiction. More precisely, 
we show that the existence of infinitely many critical values £ ( <I>n), £ ( <I>n) -/
£( <I>m), n-/- m associated with orbital energies en := ( E1, ... , EN) E ( -oo, -E)N, 
n = 1, 2, ... leads to a contradiction. First, by Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.4 
we find a converging subsequence [<I>mk, emk] of [<I>m, em] whose limit point is 
denoted by [ <1>=, e=] which is a pair of solution to HF equation and the as
sociated orbital energy. Clearly we have E'f ::; -E, where e= = ( Ei'°, ... , E';j). 
Note also that [<I>m,em] is a critical point off in Section 5 and f(<l>mk,emk) ➔ 
f(<I>=,e=). Moreover, noticing f(<I>m,em) = £(<I>m) we have f(<I>m,em) -/
f(<I>n,en), m-/- n. Next we show that at [<I>=,e=] the mapping Fin Section 
5 satisfies F'(<I>=,e=) = L + M, where Lis an isomorphism and Mis a com
pact operator. Thus by Lemma 7.2 there exists a neighborhood U of [cJ?=,e=] 
such that the set of critical value of f in U is one point set, which contradicts 
f ( q>mk, emk) ➔ f( <1>=, e=). 

Let us prove F' ( <1>=, e=) = L + M. First, we consider the first half compo
nents of F consisting of functions. We define P: E9~1 H 2 (1R3 ) ➔ E9~1 L2 (1R3 ) 

by 
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F is a vector-valued function whose components are functions. The variable <I> 
of Falso has N components r.pi, i = 1, ... , N. Therefore, the Frechet derivative 
of F is a matrix of operators written as 

[F1]~(<I>) 
[F2]~(<I>) 

where [Fi].J(<I>) E £(H2(JR3 ), L2(JR3 )) is defined by 

[Fi]j(<I>)w 

[F1]'.v( <I>)) 
[F2]'.v( <I>) 

. ' 

[FN l'.v( <I>) 

:= lim[Fi(r.p1, ... , l.()j + tw, ... , l.()N, e 00 ) - Fi(r.p1, ... , l.()j, ... , l.()N, e 00 )]/t, 
t➔O 

for any w E H 2(JR3 ). Here a matrix B whose components are Bij E £(H2(JR3 ) 

, L2(JR3 )) acts on W = (w1, ... , WN) E E0~1 H 2(1R3 ) as (BW)i = Lf=i BijWj· 

In other words, for any W := (w1, ... , WN) E E0~1 H 2 (JR3 ) we have 

Hereafter, we consider the derivative at <I> 00 and we omit dependence of Frechet 
derivative on <I>. That is, for a mapping G : E9~1 H 2(JR3) -+ L 2 (JR3 ) and 
w E H 2 (JR3 ) we denote by 

G.iw := lim[G(r.p1 , ... , r.p'j° + tw, ... , r.p'tJ) - G(r.p1 , ... , r.p'j°, ... , r.p'tJ)]/t, (7.1) 
t➔O 

the partial derivative of G by w at <I> 00 • Here let us remember Fi (<I>, e) = 
F(<I>)r.pi - Eil.()i and F(<I>) := h + Rip - Sip. We consider the Frechet derivative 
of Fi (<I>, e 00 ) with respect to the variable <I>. For the calculation of [ Fi (<I>, e 00 m 
we rewrite Fi (<I>, e00 ) as follows. Let us define 

R;(x) :=~/Ix - Yl- 1r.p;(y)r.pj(y)dy = ~ Q;j(x), 
J-,-i J-,-i 

and 
S ip·-'°"Sip 

i .-~ jj· 
#i 

Then by Q!r.pi = S!r.pi, Fi(<I>,e00 ) = F(<I>)r.pi - E'f'r.pi is rewritten as 

Fi( <I>, e00 ) = hr.pi + R; l.()i - S; l.()i - E'f'l.()i• 

Thus we have 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 
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Let us consider the Frechet derivatives in the equation (7.3). By direct 
calculations we have 

(7.4) 

and 

(7.5) 

where 

(Slw)(x) := (f Ix - Yl-1w*(y)cp1(y)dy) 'Pi(x). 

We define mappings 

N N 

R, Q: E9 H2(JR3) ➔ E9 L2(JR.3), 
i=l i=l 

by 

Then we have R- Q ~ 0, which plays a crucial role in the proof of the theorem. 
Let W := t(w1, ... , WN) E E9~1 L2(JR.3) We use the notation [i]lkl] defined by 

[i]lkl] := f 1x - Yl-1w7(x)wj(x)(cpr)*(y)cp't°(y)dxdy, 

where indices such as i indicate that 'Pi is replaced by Wi. Then by a straight
forward calculation we obtain 

N 

(W, (R - Q)W) = L L {[iiljj] - [iJlji]}. 
i=l jcf-i 

On the other hand, we can calculate as 

N 

r 1 L L f dx1dx2lx1 - x2l-1lwi(x1)cpf(x2) - w1(x1)cp't°(x2)1 2 
i=l j#-i 

N 

= r 1 L L {[iilJJ] + []]Iii] - [iJIJi] - []iliJ]} 
i=l j#-i 

N 

= L L {[iilJJ] - [iJIJi]} 
i=l j#-i 

= (W, (R- Q)W). 
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Since the left-hand side is obviously positive, we can see that R - Q 2: 0. 
Next we consider a decomposition of Oij(h - cf°) in (7.3). For this purpose 

it is more appropriate to regard Oij(h - cf°) as a matrix 

0 0 
h-E'{° 0 

0 0 · · · 

where diag (A1 , ... , AN) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are 
A1, ... , AN. Then we have a decomposition 1--l = 1--l1 + 1--l2, where 

1--l1 := diag (h(l - E( -E/2)) - cf, ... , h(l - E( -E/2)) - c'tj), 

and 
1--l2 := diag (hE(-E/2), ... , hE(-E/2)), 

where E(>,.) is the resolution of identity of h. Since cf° :::; -E, we have 

as an inequality of operators. On the other hand, since inf Cless(h) = 0, 1--l2 is 
a compact operator. The remaining operators in F' are expressed by Sand S 
defined by 

which are finite dimensional and hence compact operators. Now we have the 
decomposition 

P'(q,00 ) = 1--l1 + 1--l2 + n- Q + s + s - ts = £ + M, 

where L'. := 1--l1 + R - Q and M := 1--l2 + S + S - ts. By 1--l1 2: c/2 and 
R - Q 2: 0 we have L'. 2: c/2. Thus O is in the resolvent set of L'. and therefore, 
L'. is an isomorphism from E0~1 H 2 (1R) onto E0~1 L2 (1R). On the other hand, 
M is obviously a compact operator. 

A N 
We define a mapping F: JRN --+ E0i=l L2 (1R) by 

Then we can easily see that 

F' (4> 00 , e00 ) [4>, e] 

= [F'(4>00 )4> + .F'(e00 )e, -2Re (cp 1 , cpf), ... , -2Re ('PN, cp'fj)] 
= L[4>, e] + M[4>, e], 
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where 

L[<I>, e] := [.C<I>, e], 

M[<I>, e] := [M<I> - e<I> 00 , -2Re (cp1, cpf) - E1, ... , -2Re ('PN, 'PN) - EN]-

Here e<I>00 := t(c1cpf, ... ,EN'PfJv-). It is easy to see that Lis an isomorphism 
and Mis a compact operator, which has been our goal. □ 

Proof of Corollary 3.2. For the proof we introduce an auxiliary functional on 
(ffi!1 H 2 (JR3 )) EB (ffi!1 H 2 (JR3 )) with orthonormal constraints as in [5]. For 

<I>= t('Pl,···,'PN) E EB!1 H 2 (1R1.3 ) and <I>= t(1P1, ... ,cpN) E EB!1H 2 (1R1.3) 

satisfying ('Pi, 'PJ) = bij and (cpi, 1PJ) = bij we define 

N N 

t'(<I>,<I>) := L)'Pi,h'Pi) + L('Pi,F(<I>)cpi) 
i=l i=l 
N N 

= L('Pi,h'Pi) + L(1Pi,h1Pi) 
i=l i=l 

+ j j p(x)lx~ylp(y)dxdy- j j lx~ylp*(x,y)p(x,y)dxdy, 

where p(x) := L!il1Pi(x)l 2 and p(x, y) := L!i 'Pi(x)cp':i(y). Then in SCF pro
cedure <I>1+1 minimizes the functional£ ( <I>J, <I>) of <I>, i.e. inf ('P,,'P; )=8,; t' ( <I>1, <I>) = 
£ ( <I>J , <I>H 1 ). Thus we have £ ( <I>J , <I>H 1 ) :S £ ( <I>J, <I>J- l) and £ ( <I>J, <I>J +1) :S 
t'(<I>J,<I>J). Since t'(<I>,<I>) is symmetric with respect to <I> and <I>, we obtain 
[ ( <I>J, <I>H 1 ) :S £ ( <I>J-1, <I>J). Therefore, if <I>J converges to a critical point <1'> 00 , 

we have 

2£(<1'>0) =t'(<I>o,<I>o) 2: t'(<I>j,<I>j+l)-+t'(<I>oo,<I>oo) = 2£(<I>oo). 

Thus if £(<I>0) < J(N -1) - E, then £(<1'>00 ) < J(N -1) - E. Hence by Theorem 
3.1 it follows that the critical value £(<1'>00 ) must belong to the set of the finite 
number of critical values in the theorem. □ 

8 Proof of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 

For the proof of Theorem 3.3 we regard A(E) as a subset of the set A(E) of all 
critical points of the functional f (<I>, e) in section 5 associated with the critical 
value E. We consider f(<I>,e) because the Lagrange multiplier e is a variable 
of f( <I>, e), and we do not need additional constraints. The critical points of 
f(<I>, e) automatically satisfies ('Pi, 'Pi) = 1, i = 1, ... , N. Thus A(E) can be 
regarded as a subset of A(E) composed of the first components of ( <I>, e) E A(E) 
such that additional constraints ('Pi, 'PJ) = 0, i # j are satisfied, i.e. 

A(E) ={<I>: (<I>,e) E A(E), ('Pi,'PJ) = 0, i -=/j}. 
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In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we show that A.(E) is a union of finite number 
of compact real-analytic manifolds. Then the result follows if ('Pi, cpj) are real
analytic functions with respect to the local coordinates of the manifolds. 

Proof of Theorem 3. 3. Let z 0 = [ <I>0 , e 0] be a critical point of f such that 
f(<I>0 ) = £(<I>0 ) = E < J(N - l). Then as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 we can 
prove that there exist an isomorphism L : E9~1 H 2(JR3) ---+ E9~1 L2(JR3) and a 
compact operator M such that F'(<I>0 ,e0 ) = L+M. By Atkinson's theorem (see 
e.g. [2]) F' ( <t>0 , e 0 ) = L + M is a Fredholm operator. Thus Z1 := Ker (L + M) 
is finite dimensional, and there exists a closed subspace Z2 of Y1 such that 
Y1 = Z1 E9 Z2 and L+M is an isomorphism of Z2 onto Im (L+M), where Y1 is 
as in section 5. Write z0 = [z~,zm, Zi E zi (i = 1,2). By the implicit function 
theorem (Lemma 6.2) there exists a neighborhood U1 of z~ and a neighborhood 
U2 of z~ such that there exists a real-analytic function w : U1 ---+ U2 satisfying 
the condition that z = [z1 , z2] E U1 x U2 is a critical point of f if and only if 
z2 = w(z1). Since Z1 is a finite dimensional linear space, we can use the coef
ficients of z1 written as a linear combination of the bases in Z1 as coordinates 
for the set of critical points near z0 . 

Let A.(E) be the set of all critical points off associated with a critical value 
E < J_(N -1). We make a c~ver of A.{E) by open sets A.(E)n(U1 x U2 ) as above. 
On (A(E) n (U1 x U2 )) n (A(E) n (U1 x U2 )) the coordinate transformation is 
real-analytic. On each connected component, U1 has the same dimension. A.(E) 
is sequentially compact. Since Y1 is a metric space, A.(E) is compact. We can 
take a finite cover from the cover. The set of critical points of £ (<I>) with the 
constraints (cpi, cpj) = 6ij, 1 :S i,j :S N is the set of the first components of 
the critical points of f (<I>, e) with the constraints ('Pi, cpj) = 6ij, i -/- j. The 
constraints are written using real-analytic functions on each U1. Notice that 
the orbital energy e is determined by <I> as Ei = (cpi,F(<I>)cpi)- Thus we can 
identify <I> with [<I>, e]. In this way we can see that the set of critical points A(E) 
of£ (<I>) is a union of real-analytic subsets of connected components of A( E). □ 

Proof of Corollary 3.4. We shall prove the first statement by contradiction. Let 
us assume there exists 6 > 0 such that for any finite-dimensional subspace X 
of E9~1 H 2 (JR3 ) there exists <I> E A(E) satisfying IIPxj_<I>II 2: 6, contrary to 
the statement. If this is true, then we can make a sequence <I>j E A(E) which 
does not include any converging subsequence as follows. We choose arbitrary 
<I> 1 E A(E). Assume we have already chosen <I>1, ... , <I>k. Let <t>k+1 E A(E) be 
an arbitrary element such that IIPc(,1>1, ... ,<l>k)J_ <t>k+1 II 2: 6, where .C(<I>1 , ... , cpk) is 
the subspace spanned by <I> 1 , ... , <I>k. Such <t>k+1 exists by the assumption. Then 
this sequence satisfies ll<I>i - <I>j II 2: 6, for any i -/- j. Thus there is no converging 
subsequence of { <I>j}. This contradicts the compactness of A(E) which follows 
from Lemma 4.7. 

In order to prove the second statement we first show that any tangent vec
tor of A.(E) mapped into E9~1 H 2 (JR3 ) EB JRN by the injection has a nonzero 

E9~1 H 2 (JR3) component. Let c(t), -1 < t < 1 be a curve in A.(E) which 
gives a nonzero tangent vector at c(O) = x 0 E A.(E). By the injection j, c(t) is 
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mapped into a curve j(c(t)) = [<I>(t), e(t)], -1 < t < 1 in ffi~ 1 H 2 (1R3) EB JRN. 
Here using HF equation we note Ei(t) = (cpi(t),F(<I>(t))cpi(t)), i = 1, ... ,N, 
where e(t) = (Ei (t), ... , EN(t)) and <I>(t) = t ( 'PI (t), ... , 'PN(t)). Thus if d<p,t;0l = 
0, i = 1, ... , N, then ded~o) = 0, i = 1, ... , N. Thus j*(c'(0)) = 0. Since the 
local coordinates of A(E) is the coefficients of a linear combination in a finite
dimensional subspace Z1 of ffi~1 H 2(1R3) EB JRN, components in Z1 of j*(c'(0)) 
is not 0, which contradicts j*(c'(0)) = 0. Thus for any x 0 E A(E) there exists 
an open neighborhood Uxa of x 0 such that any tangent vector at any point in 
Uxa is mapped by j* to a vector which has a nonzero component in a finite
dimensional subspace Yxa of ffi~ 1 H 2 (1R3 ). Thus the restriction of Pyxa o Ji 
to Uxa is an imbedding of Uxa into Yxa, where J1(p) is the <I> component of 
j(p). Since A(E) is a compact set, A(E) is covered by a finite number of such 
neighborhoods of a finite number of points x 1 , ... , Xm. Let X 0 be a subspace 
containing LJ:1 Yx,· Then clearly Px0 A(E) is an imbedding of A(E) into X 0 , 

- N 
where we regarded A(E) as a subset of EBi=l H 2 (1R3 ) removing components e 
determined by Ei = ('Pi,F(<I>)cpi) from components <I>. 

□ 
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